SPORTS REPORT

❖ Sports GC s
  ➢ Leading the Overall Sports GC with 54 points
    • Swimming --- 4th position
    • Badminton --- Won Gold
    • Table Tennis --- Won Gold
    • Chess --- Won Gold
    • Carrom --- Group top; earned 1 point
    • Crossy GC --- 4th position
    • Athletics GC --- no position
    • Triathlon GC --- Won Gold

❖ Intra Hostel
  ➢ Successfully Conducted Inter Wing Footer
  ➢ Conducted Intra hostel competitions for chess and incentives given to winners
  ➢ Accomplished Intra for carrom and tug of war also conducted

❖ Infrastructure
  ➢ Installed TT table in lounge
  ➢ Bought 2 Carrom boards
  ➢ Changed Pool Table cover and leveling also done
  ➢ Initiated a centralized system for issuing sports equipments for inmates
  ➢ Maintained sports equipments within the hostel such as rackets, shuttles, footballs, volleyballs, basketball, chess boards, TT balls, Lawn Tennis balls, Cricket Tennis balls, Gum Sole Shoes, Hockey sticks and Cricket Bats.